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Established in 1995, ECO Cultural Institute (ECI) is a
specialized, international organization, located in in
Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran, which aims at fostering
public awareness and preserving the rich cultural heritage
of its member states.
Within the framework of its Charter, which has been
approved by the member states, ECI has been entrusted
with the key mandate to preserve and promote the
common cultural heritage of the ECO region to encourage
understanding among the nations of the region.
To this end, ECI has always organized a diverse range of
art, cultural, literary, research, academic and sporting
events and has published books and journals in English,
Farsi, Russian and Urdu with the approach to strengthen
cooperation and preserve the common cultural heritage of
the member countries.
The ECO region is a vast territory with centuries-old
history, rich civilization and culture which includes
10 member states, namely the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan, Republic of Azerbaijan, Islamic Republic of
Iran, Republic of Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Islamic
Republic of Pakistan, Republic of Tajikistan, Republic of
Turkey, Turkmenistan and the Republic of Uzbekistan.

Established in 1995, ECO Cultural Institute (ECI) is a specialized, international
organization, located in in Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran, which aims at fostering public
awareness and preserving the rich cultural heritage of its member states. Within the
framework of its Charter, which has been approved by the member states, ECI has been
entrusted with the key mandate to preserve and promote the common cultural heritage
of the ECO region to encourage understanding among the nations of the region. To
this end, ECI has organized a diverse range of art, cultural, literary, research, academic
and sporting events and has published books and journals in English, Farsi, Russian and Urdu with the approach to
strengthen cooperation and preserve the common cultural heritage of the member countries.
At the ECO Cultural Institute, we believe that the unique capacities of the ECO region should be presented to
the world through cultural diplomacy which is a more extensive and more influential component of diplomacy as
compared to other such areas, and hence, such opportunities must be harnessed particularly in the ECO Region to
contribute to the world peace and that is what we have always emphasized upon.
Public diplomacy encompasses instruments such as media, universities, sports, arts and culture, tourism, museums
and libraries. In this regard and despite the multiple challenges the Institute has been facing, diverse range of activities
have been carried out during the past two years. Research is one of the key mandates being followed up by the
Institute during this tenure, testimony to which is organizing several conferences, workshops as well as expert panels
and meetings on different subjects such as women, peace, family, literature and poetry, cultural heritage, Islamic arts
and museums in English and Persian language in cooperation with top regional universities and academic centers
attended by the prominent academicians and cultural figures of the region, publication of several books as well as
reviving ECI's quarterly and monthly journals in English and Persian languages. In line with research activities, several
photo, painting, illustration, visual arts and handicrafts exhibitions, arts-culture and literature festivals, music and
theater performances, cinema activities and leisure- sightseeing tours have been organized.
Moreover, novel measures have been taken during this tenure comprising the establishment of joint regional unions
such as the ECO Digital Publishers Union, the ECO Journalists Union and the ECO Television Union, the establishment
of the first ECO cinema office, the formation of the ECO Cultural Discourse Fraction at Iran's Parliament, planning
sport events under 'ECO Cup', holding the 4th meeting of heads of ECO National Libraries and Archives after a sevenyear lapse of time and naming the year 2018 as the 'Year of Reading Culture in ECO Region'. Furthermore, in order
to expand ECI's capacities in the international arena, negotiations have been made with ambassadors from different
countries of Asia, Europe and Latin America, as well as heads of international organizations.
This issue of 'ECO Times' journal provides a glance at the activities of the Institute during October 2016 to December
2018 and illustrates the efforts of the organization to achieve the goals set forth in its Charter. I would like to take the
opportunity and express my gratitude to all the peoples, national and regional organizations and the embassies of the
member states, especially the staff, managers and advisors of the ECO Cultural Institute, who have contributed to the
planning and implementation of different programs. Definitely, ECI shall continue its efforts based on the collective
wisdom of all the ECO member countries and their cooperation and will work to improve its national, regional and
international status.
		
		

Dr. Mohammad Mahdi Mazheri
President of ECO Cultural Institute

Photo Exhibition of the
Republic of Azerbaijan

I

T

n visual arts section, an exquisite
collection of rarely displayed
artworks by the grand masters
of
traditional
arts
entitled
“Transcendent Arts” was inaugurated
in February 2017 at the ECO
Diplomatic Art gallery featuring the
presence of Iranian Minister for Roads
and Urban Construction, Pakistan
Ambassador to Iran, Secretary General
of Islamic Cities’ World Association,
other diplomats and a group of art
enthusiasts and diplomats residing in
Iran. The exhibition displayed works
of Iranian traditional art including
calligraphy
(Nastaliq,
Shekasteh
Nastaliq, Thuluth, Reqa and Moalla),
calligraphic painting, illumination,
bookbinding, and miniature created
by prominent masters of the fields
such as Nasrollah Afjaee, Gholam
Hossein Amirkhani, Mohammad Jalil
Rasouli, Abdolsamad Haj Samadi,
Yadollah Kaboli Khansari, Mohammad
Bagher
Aghamiri,
Mojtaba
Malekzadeh,
Hamid
Malekian,
Hamid Ajami, Soleyman Saeedabadi,
Amir Tahmasebi, Masoud Fazeli
Moghaddam and Nooshin Nazari.

M

oreover, to pay tribute
to Hakim Abul-Qasem
Ferdowsi, a painting
exhibition
depicting
stories from Shahnameh entitled
‘Shahnameh as Narrated by Babak
Germchi’ was organized in May 2017
at ECO Diplomatic Art Gallery where
63 works of art created by Babak
Germchi were displayed.

he photo exhibition of the
Republic
of
Azerbaijan
titled
‘Islamic
Solidarity’
was another event that
ECI organized in visual arts section
that was attended by Dr. Javad
Zarif, the Iranian Foreign Minister,
as well as the Ambassadors of
Uzbekistan,
Indonesia,
Ukraine,
Ireland, Azerbaijan, Germany, Brunei,
Belarus, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkey,
Czech Republic, China, Russia,
Romania, Senegal, Palestine, Finland,
Kyrgyzstan, South Korea, Greece,
and a number of cultural attaches,
diplomats, intellectuals and national
artists, in October 2017, at the
ECO Diplomatic Art Gallery where
photos of cultural heritage, sports
competitions, customs, industries
and tourist attractions of the Republic
of Azerbaijan where displayed at the
headquarters of this international
institution.

A

n exhibition of works of
visual arts (painting, graphic,
photography,
calligraphy,
illustration) entitled ‘Ashurai
Patience’ was held by the Iranian
Visual Arts Association in cooperation
with the ECO Culture Institute
at Jahan Nama Gallery, Niavaran
Cultural Center in November 2017.
The exhibition includes a collection
of works of visual arts related to
Karbala event which was organized
in the framework of two separate
exhibitions including works of
painting and illustration, graphics,
calligraphy and photography.

F

rom among 230 works
accepted at the exhibition,
about 135 works were
showcased for the enthusiasts.
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Transcendent
Arts

‘Yalda-ye Kaghazi’
(Yalda on Paper)

Int’l Section of
Fajr Visual Arts Festival

Y

T

T

he group exhibition titled
‘Nekou Rouyan-e Farkhar’
featured more than 60
works from 16 contemporary
Afghan photographers as well as
photographers from the United
States, Europe, Australia and Iran on
the theme of ‘Afghanistan without
War’ in November 2017 at the
ECO Diplomatic Art Gallery. In this
exhibition, pictures of Afghanistan's
matchless natural landscapes were
exposed to the public.
The artists included Arif Karimi,
Baham
Mohammadian,
Barialai
Khoshhal, Basir Seerat, Eric Lafforgue,
Farshad Usyan, Grant Somers,
Hossein Hosseini, Latif Azimi,
Masoud Hosseini, Matthew Karsten,
Mohammad Ali Shaida, Morteza
Herati, Najiba Noori, Najibollah
Mosafer, Tahmineh Monzavi.

he
artworks
of
the
international
section
of
Fajr Visual Arts Festival
were displayed at the ECO
Diplomatic Art Gallery in February
2018.
Present at the opening of the event
were the Director General of Visual
Arts of the Ministry of Culture and
Islamic Guidance, Secretary and
Executive Secretary of the Fajr Visual
Arts Festival, as well as Ambassadors
of Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan,
Bangladesh
and
Slovenia,
representatives of other diplomatic
missions and artists.
A total of 2,764 Iranian and foreign
artists in the fields of painting,
photography, installation, video art,
sculpture and illustration had enrolled
at the festival's official website from
among whom, 168 foreign artists
from 53 countries such as Serbia,
Pakistan, Turkey, Afghanistan, Brazil,
Russia, Ukraine, USA, China, Belgium,
Bangladesh, Peru, Iraq, Switzerland,
Greece, Estonia, Lithuania, Slovenia,
Japan, Spain, Germany, Italy, and
Uzbekistan participated in this great
event.

A

lso, 16 paintings created
by Javad Alimohammadi,
entitled 'Time' on the theme
of war and its casualties, was
inaugurated in January 2018 at the
ECO Diplomatic Art Gallery, featuring
the presence of ECI President,
Director of UNESCO Cluster Office
in Tehran and a group of artists,
intellectuals and diplomats. The
works displayed included paintings of
the aftermaths of war created in the
pursuit of peace and anti-war art.
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alda-ye Kaghazi’ (Yalda on
Paper) was the name of a
group illustration exhibition
held on the occasion of
Yalda night in December 2017 at
ECO Diplomatic Art Gallery, featuring
the presence of ECI President,
Ambassador of Afghanistan to Iran,
Deputy Iranian Foreign Minister in
Asia & Pacific Affairs, representatives
of ECO member states and a group of
arts and culture enthusiasts.
At the beginning of the ceremony,
Ambassador Naseer Ahmad Noor,
Ambassador of the Islamic Republic
of Afghanistan in Tehran, expressed
his gratitude to the President of the
ECO Cultural Institute for holding this
cultural and artistic event.
'Yalda-ye
Kaghazi’
exhibition
displayed works of 49 artists and was
well received by the audience.

The opening of
'Tehran Vogue'

I

M

A

E

oreover, the opening
of
'Tehran
Vogue'
multipurpose
event
aiming to introduce part
of Tehran's contemporary art in the
areas of visual arts, carpet design
and weaving, Persian fashion and
music ----organized in four sections
called 'The Ancient Norouz', 'Tirgan',
'Mehregan' and 'Sadeh' was held in
August 2018 at ECI headquarters
and a number of exquisite, handwoven Persian carpets were publicly
displayed for the first time by Rassam
Arabzadeh Foundation. In another
part of this art event, a fashion show
of Persian costumes was staged along
with a display of works of visual
arts and concluded with a music
performance by Sama music band.

n the presence of the ECI President
and the Ambassadors of Spain,
Mexico, Chile and Algeria, plus
representatives from the embassies
of Slovenia, Uruguay, Japan, Serbia,
China and Turkmenistan, ‘The 1st
international exhibition of painting
and illustration in the ECO region’
was held in April 2018 at the ECO
Diplomatic Gallery.
At the exhibition held in collaboration
with the Faculty of Arts of Al-Zahra
University and the Iranian Visual Arts
Association, more than 50 works
created by artists from 11 countries
were displayed for the audience.
Speaking at the ceremony, the ECI
President described painting and
illustration as a global language and an
instrument for the interrelationship
between nations of the world adding:
‘the exhibition aims to provide the
basis for the recognition of rich arts
and culture of the region on the
international level and, on the other
hand, create a positive interaction
between the three generations of
artists from the countries of the
region with other countries’.

n exhibition of artworks by
the Iranian painter, Samira
Kazemi, titled ‘Boroun-o
Qal’ was held at the ECO
Diplomatic Gallery in March, 2018,
with the collaboration of the Iranian
Friendship Association of Iran and
Ivory Coast.

F

urthermore,
a
painting
exhibition of Faezeh Afjehnia
titled 'A Look from Within 2'
was held in August 2018 at
the Diplomatic Art Gallery of the ECO
Cultural Institute.

CI, in cooperation with Isfahan
Municipality, held the 1st
Photo Exhibition of North Pole
Expedition in October 2018.
The exhibition was a visual narration
of artist Faezeh Alikhani's trip to North
Pole mounted by her for the first time
in the art gallery of the Central Library
of Isfahan Municipality.
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1st ECO Int’l
Painting & Illustration Exhibition

Commemoration of
Master Mirza Tursunzadeh

Symposium of
Persian Literature & Poetry

I

C

F

erdowsi’s
commemoration
congress was held in Yazd
and Kerman in May 2017
with the cooperation of ECO
Cultural Institute, ECO member
states, Ferdowsi Foundation (Toos
and Kerman branches) and Yazd’s
Shahnameh Ferdowsi Association.
The event was inaugurated with the
message of the ECI President.

oinciding with the birthday
of Master Shahriyar, the
renowned Persian poet,
a symposium of Persian
literature and poetry was also held in
September 2017 at the ECO Cultural
Institute with a lecture delivered by
Dr. Elahi Ghomshei, the prominent
Iranian literary figure. At the sidelines
of the event, Small Narrators group
performed several parts of Shahriyar's
poetry in English along with a music
performance by Melal Music Band.

A

nother program in the area
of literature and poetry
organized by the ECO
Cultural Institute was an
expert panel held at ECI Headquarters
in October 2017 to commemorate
Molana Jalal al-Din Mohammad
Balkhi, the great oriental poet and
thinker. At the event, Dr. Iraj Shahbazi
deliberated upon the ‘obstacles of
realism from Rumi’s perspective’.

M

oreover,
ECI
held
‘Tajikistan
Night’
at
its
headquarters
in
cooperation with Bukhara
cultural magazine and Shiraz Research
Publications
in January 2018
featuring the launching ceremony of
the book ‘Tajikistan, Iran’s Dearest’
written by Amir Ahmadian and Mahdi
Naseri.
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n the literature and poetry section,
ECI organized the commemoration
of Master Mirza Tursunzadeh, the
recognized Tajik poet and national
hero, in collaboration with the
Embassy of the Republic of Tajikistan
in Tehran in May 2017. The event
was graced by the message from the
Minister of Culture of the Republic
of Tajikistan and speeches by the ECI
President, the Ambassador of the
Republic of Tajikistan to Tehran, and
the director of Hozeh Honari’s Center
for Literary Creations.
Tursunzadeh was an important
Tajikistani poet and a prominent
political figure, today recognized
as a national hero of Tajikistan. His
face appears on the front of the
one Somoni note. Tursunzoda town
is named in his honor. Dushanbe's
Memorial and Literature Museum
was founded in 1981 in honor of
Tursunzoda's 70th anniversary.

Book Launch:
'Encyclopedia of Hafez Studies'

W

T

W

H
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ith the presence of
the Director of the
UNESCO
Cluster
Office in Iran, and
a number of ambassadors and
diplomats from Australia, Austria,
Poland, the United Nations, Mexico,
South Africa, Cuba, Armenia, Kenya,
Croatia, Pakistan, China, Senegal,
Algeria.
Malaysia,
Bangladesh,
Tajikistan, Uruguay, Afghanistan, and
the ECO Secretariat, the International
Mother Language Day was held at
the ECO Diplomatic Conference Hall
in February 2018. At the sidelines
of the ceremony, ambassadors of
Mexico and Bangladesh delivered
speeches, Chinese and Tajik poets
read poems in their mother tongue
and an Afghan music band performed
a piece titled ‘the Motherland’. The
event concluded with a visit to the
photo exhibition of Iran’s historic
and natural landscapes previously
displayed at the United Nations.

ith the participation
of
hundreds
of
youngsters from across
the country, 'Youths
Literature and Poetry Night' was also
organized by ECI with the cooperation
of ‘Koodakan-e Donya’ Research
Institute at the ECO Diplomatic Art
Gallery in March 2018 to promote
the culture of friendship among the
adolescents and shed light on ECO
region’s potentials in the field.

he 'Encyclopedia of Hafez
Studies' was also launched
during a ceremony held
in April 2018 at the ECO
Diplomatic Conference Hall.
Speaking at the event, Dr. Mohammad
Mehdi Mazaheri, the ECI President,
referred to the rich culture and
civilization of the ECO region and
said: "The ECO region, with its ancient
and brilliant background of culture
and civilization, is the birthplace of
the world's most prominent stars of
world's poetry and literature, whose
works present an image of the
richness of the region in the field of
literature".
Published in 4 volumes, 2500
pages and around 2000 entries, the
Encyclopedia has been prepared
under the supervision of Dr.
Abdollah Jasbi, Chief Editorship of
Dr. Baha'eddin Khoramshahi, and
cooperation of Dr. Ali Mousavi
Garmaroudi along with more than
150 intellectuals and authors as well
as national and foreign Hafez scholars
during three years and half.

afez Lovers Association, in
cooperation with the ECO
Cultural Institute, held
Saadi Day commemoration
in April 2018, at the Mazandaran
University of Science and Technology.
A part of the message of the ECI
President to this event reads:
"Backed by the collective wisdom
and the maximum participation of
the ECO member countries while as
well as their scientific, indigenous
and regional capacities, ECO Cultural
Institute has been working to
contribute to the better recognition
of the academic and literary figures of
the region and promote their ideas."
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Int’l
Mother Language Day

The Meeting of
Shams Tabrizi and Molana

Discourse on:
‘Sama with the Sun’

T

D

he Meeting of Shams Tabrizi
and Molana’ was another
3-session lecture delivered
by Dr. Majid Pazouki, in
May 2018, at the Diplomatic Library
of ECO Cultural Institute, in which
Mowlana's thoughts and ideas were
analyzed.
At the event, Dr. Pazouki talked
about Molana's first mysterious
encounter with Shams and said:

O
F

urthermore, ECI organized
and hosted another 5-session
discourse titled ‘Ontology and
doctrine of Hafez’.
The sessions brought together large
enthusiasts and scholars on Hafiz.
During the sessions, Dr. Sogol
Mashayekhi discussed the rhetorical
figure, as well as the philosophical
and mystic concepts in Hafez's
poems and described epistemology,
ontology and methodology as the
three principles of Hafez's doctrine.
She further alluded to the origin of
mysticism from ancient times and
discussed the ontological belief and
doctrine of Hafez and stated: "the
foundations of mysticism should not
be explored in the outer of mystical
practices but in the roots and origin
from which such conducts are
emerged".

poets presented their poems in three
classic, ‘white’ and folk styles. Part
of the message of the ECI President
to the conference reads: "Ferdowsi's
Shahnameh is one of the most
prominent literary, historical, and
cultural texts of the ECO region that
contributes to the establishment of
a cultural link between Iran and the
countries of the Central Asian region."

iscourse on Ghazaliyat
of Shams entitled ‘Sama
with the Sun’ was another
Persian literary course held
at the ECO Diplomatic Library in 10
sessions from June to September
2018 where Dr. Sogol Mashayekhi
delivered comprehensive lectures on
the multi-faceted symbols, meanings
and concepts of the Divan of Shams.
According to Dr. Mashayekhi, ghazal
is a state of mind and one must
indulge in this state so as to be able
to grasp its meaning. She further
employed clustering method of
teaching to explicate the lines of
Molana's ghazals.

A

imed to examine the
reflections of Ashura event
in the literature of ECO
Region, a lecture session
was held by the ECO Cultural Institute
in October 2018. Present at the event
were professors and scholars of the
field from Afghanistan, Iran, Pakistan

I

and India as well as foreign students
residing in Iran.
The program featured poetry reading
by foreign students as well as lectures
delivered by the scholars of the field.
The event concluded by awarding
ceremony.

n the lecture session held in
November 2018 at the Diplomatic
Library of the ECO Cultural
Institute, Dr. Hossein Ali Ghobadi,
university professor and member of
the ECI's Culture & Science Council,
deliberated upon the concepts of
reconciliation in Persian literary texts.
Some of the concepts discussed
at the session included: The status

of literature as the language of
empathy, the role of literature in
the establishment of the spirit of
reconciliation among nations, the
impact of literature on the promotion
of peace and philanthropy, the
role of literary masterpieces in the
promotion of the spirit of friendship
and reconciliation among nations and
so on.

he sixth of the series of
monthly lecture sessions of
the ECO Cultural Institute
was held in December 2018
at the diplomatic library of the ECO
Cultural Institute. The lecture titled
'The Truth of Human's Nature in the
Eyes of Scholars of the East' was
presented by Dr. Gholamreza Awani,

the renowned philosopher, university
professor, scholar, one of the ' Eternal
Figures' of Iran and a member of
ECI's Culture & Science Council.
At the session, issues such as ways
of recognizing true human nature
through senses, experiences, logic,
wisdom, philosophy and mysticism
and so on were discussed.

T
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n the occasion of Ferdowsi’s
Commemoration and in
order to preserve the
Persian language, the 8th
International Congress 'From Tous
to Neyshabur' was held with the
collaboration of the ECO Cultural
Institute in May 2018, at Imam Reza
(AS) Arts and Culture Complex in
the holy city of Mashhad, where

"Meeting with Shams left a great
influence on Molana and changed
his life forever. He stepped into the
realm of mysticism and achieved
transcendence of the soul."
Among other issues discussed at the
meeting were deliberations upon
the social and cultural conditions of
Azarbaijan, introducing the renowned
mystics of the time as well as the life
and works of Shams Tabrizi's pupils.

The 3rd Winter Poetry Night
‘Atash dar Cheleh’

Kazak Folk Music Performance
‘Saryarka’

A

I

A

lso, on the occasion of
Molana week, a music
performance titled 'Bayati
Mevlevi Ayini' was jointly
organized by ECO Cultural Institute,
Republic of Turkey's Ministry of
Culture and Tourism and Turkey's
Yunus Emre Cultural Institute in
Tehran at the ECO Diplomatic
Conference Hall in December 2016.

I

n order to preserve the rich arts
and culture traditions of the ECO
member states through organizing
festivals in the field, the 10th
national and the 1st int'l folk music
festival of Iran’s regions was held
with the cooperation of ECO Cultural
Institute and Iran Music Association
in June 2017 in Kerman, Iran.

n collaboration with ECO Cultural
Institute and Iran's Institute for
Promotion
of
Contemporary
Visual Arts, Saryarka national folk
music ensemble from Kazakhstan
performed pieces of music from
different regions of Kazakhstan at
the Niavaran Cultural Complex in
December 2017.
Present at the program were
musicians and music scholars who
watched the performance of pieces
of music native to several parts of
Kazakhstan.
The Saryarka’ group started its
activities in 1998 aiming to preserve
and promote the country's national
music.

B

esides, at the invitation and
with the support of ECO
Cultural Institute and Yunus
Emreh Cultural Center, a
Turkish traditional music concert
was staged at the Niavaran Cultural
Center in December 2017 which was
attended by diplomats, artists and a
group of scholars.

C

ooperation with the research
section of the 33rd Fajr
International Music Festival
was another endeavor of
ECO Cultural Institute in the field
of music which was held at the
ECO Diplomatic Conference Hall in
January 2018.
In this framework, two workshops
were held and four professional
lectures delivered which were
attended by scholars from Germany,
Austria, Poland and Iran.
The first workshop focused on the
concept of 'hearing' while the second
one elaborated the definition and
structure of electro acoustic music
and its historical background in Iran,
as well as its function.
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briefing on ECI’s activities
in the field of music begin
with the 3rd Winter Poetry
Night ‘Atash dar Cheleh’
which was held in January 2017 at
ECI Headquarters.
The event, organized by ECO Cultural
Institute in cooperation with the
Embassy of the Islamic Republic of
Afghanistan in Tehran, was attended
by the ECI President, Ambassador
of the Republic of Azerbaijan in
Tehran, and the representatives of
the diplomatic missions stationed
in Tehran including Afghanistan,
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The
program featured poetry reading by
poets from Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Workshop on
'Music & Sustainable Development'

Attar's Music Theories Discussed:
'Stream of Love'

I

T

U

nder the auspices of the ECO
Cultural Institute, ‘Navaye Melal’ music band held
a performance of oriental
songs by the indigenous peoples from
Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Turkey and
Iran at the Niavaran Cultural Center.

he 'Stream of Love' was
another
program
ECI
organized in the field of
music in August 2018 at its
Diplomatic Conference Hall.
The program, coinciding with Tehran’s
Physician’s Night, was the second
out of a series of sessions called ‘the
seven valleys of music therapy with a
view to Attar Neyshaburi's theories
and their role in music therapy’.
The first of the series was held at
Niavaran Cultural Center, followed
by ECO Cultural Institute, Vakil
Waterhouse in Shiraz, Isfahan's
Abbasi Hotel, Tehran Vahdat Hall and
eventually concluded in September
2018 at Tehran's Spinas Palace Hotel.
Tehran Physicians' Night, held under
the title 'The Stream of Love' at the
ECO Cultural Institute, comprised
of a series of programs on medicine,
poetry and music which provided a
night of unique and unprecedented
joy for a group of prominent physicians
of Tehran, who appreciated the great
hospitality provided.

I

n August 2018, ECO Music Night
called 'The East Song' was held
at ECO Diplomatic Conference
Hall and Art Gallery. During the
event, a group of Iranian and Afghan
musicians played pieces of music
using the common music instruments
of ECO Region along with a theater
performance of folk stories from
Khorasan. ECO Music Nights intend
to promote friendship among the
nations of ECO Region through
organizing joint music endeavors. A
sum of such activities is going to be
published in a documentary book
titled ‘Music of ECO Region’.
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n collaboration with the Secretariat
of Eastern Iran Music and the ECO
Cultural Institute, the first of a
series of workshops on 'Music and
Sustainable Development' was held at
the ECO Diplomatic Conference Hall,
attended by the president of ECO
Cultural Institute and the ambassador
of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan to
Iran.
At the workshop, held with eventoriented tourism approach, the details
of this international project was
presented which was accompanied
by a performance of 'Silk Road' music
band from Afghanistan that was
warmly welcomed by the participants.
The series of workshops in the field of
music of ECO member states intend
to contribute to the development of
art tourism with music approach in all
of these countries.

Iranian & Chinese Music Nights
‘Millennium Echoes’

Qawwali
Music Performance

T

A

A

ttended by the President of
the ECO Cultural Institute,
the
Ambassadors
of
Pakistan and Turkmenistan
to Iran and a number of foreign
diplomats residing in Iran, 'Sound of
Children & Peace' event was held in
September 2018 at the ECO Cultural
Institute.
The special part of the program was
the speech by Loris Chaknarian,
who made a statement about the
concept of Peace as part of the music
of Nations. The event closed by
unveiling and signing of peace stamp
and a group photo.

lso, ECI hosted a Qawwali
Music performance by
the
world
renowned
Pakistani music ensemble
'Farid Ayaz Abu Mohammad' at the
ECO Diplomatic Conference Hall
in December 2018. The event was
warmly received by the audience
and was attended by the Pakistani
ambassador to Iran, ECI President,
ECO Secretary General and other
diplomats
residing
in
Tehran
including ambassadors of Belgium,
Sweden, Netherlands and others.
The inaugural of the event included
speeches on Qawwali music which
were delivered by the ECI President
and the Pakistani ambassador to Iran.
Qawwali is a type of mystical musical
tradition on the themes of love,
wisdom, praising the Lord God and
selflessness, bringing the audience
closer to their inner truth. This type of
music, which is common both across
the Indian subcontinent and the ECO
region, dates back to more than 700
years. The languages used in Qawwali
poems are usually Urdu, Punjabi, and
Persian.
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he first of Iranian and
Chinese music nights titled
‘Millennium Echoes’ was held
at the ECO Cultural Institute
in September 2018, featuring the
performance of a group of female
Chinese artists using Iranian classical
instruments.
At the ceremony, attended by the
ECI President and the Chinese
Ambassador to Iran; the director of
the group of Chinese dulcimer players
presented a report on the centuriesold movement of dulcimer from
China and Iran, and the return of this
historical instrument to the Chinese
artists.
Delivering his speech, the ECI
President outlined the dimensions of
artistic cognition and its significance
within the system of creation and
termed music 'a universal language'.
Also at the event, the Ambassador of
China to Iran expressed his gratitude
for hosting the event by ECI and
highlighted
the
comprehensive
outlook of ECI President in expanding
the joint cultural endeavors of the
Chinese civilization and ECI.

Mexican-Spanish
Film Week

Establishment of
ECO Cinema Office (AFA)

I

T

F

urthermore, in collaboration
with the Mexican Embassy in
Iran, ECI observed the Day of
the Dead tradition by staging
two theater performances called
'Four Candles and My Corps' and 'He
Was So Close To Me That I Could Not
See Him' at its Diplomatic Conference
Hall in November 2017.
At the opening, attended by the
diplomats as well as arts and cultural
figures, Alfonso Zegbe, the Mexican
Ambassador to Iran, appreciated the
cooperation rendered by the ECI
President.
In another part of the program
dedicated to a photo exhibition,
images of the Mexican rituals
observed at the Day of the Dead was
opened. The photos mounted were
the selected photos of a competition
held by the Mexican National Arts &
Culture Council.

he ECO Cultural Institute, in
partnership with the Farabi
Cinema Foundation and the
Directorate General of Culture
of the Khorasan Razavi province,
established the ECO Cinema Office
(AFA) in August 2018.
Following the signing of the trilateral
MoU between the abovementioned
bodies officially appointing the holy
city of Mashhad as the focal point
for cinematic activities of ECO
countries, the center was established
as the permanent secretariat for joint
cooperation in cinema affairs. Among
the office mandates are production
of joint movies with the neighboring
countries such as Turkmenistan,
Afghanistan and Tajikistan.
Other MoU items entail the
establishment of a support fund for
cinematic productions, providing
ample, proper opportunities and
facilities for producing cinematic
creations
and
exchange
of
professionals in the area of cinema
among ECO countries, which are are
but few of the items agreed upon
within the framework of this MoU.

M

oreover,
another
theater
performance
titled ‘Parasampathic’, a
multimedia performance,
was staged by Azhax Art Group in
August 2018 at the ECO Diplomatic
Conference Hall.
In brief, the theater is about 'life as a
kind of death, delayed every moment'.
It is worth mentioning that the first
performance
of
‘Parasampathic’
theater was staged as performance
art at the inaugural of 'Concept'
contemporary art event at Shahrzad
Theater which was very warmly
received by the audience.
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In collaboration with the Mexican
and Spanish embassies in Iran and
coinciding with the publication of
the book ‘Report of a Visit, Mexican
Cinema in Spain’, the Mexican Film
Week was observed at ECI through
screening five movies belonging to
the golden era of the Mexican cinema.
The event was opened by the remarks
of Dr. Mohammad Mahdi Mazaheri,
the ECI President; Alfonso Zegbe, the
Mexican Ambassador and Eduardo
López Busquets, Ambassador of
Spain, and was participated by
ambassadors, cultural attaches and
Counselor of the diplomatic missions
stationed in Iran as well as artists and
intellectuals. At the ceremony, the
Mexican Ambassador appreciated
the support and assistance of the ECI
President for the organization of the
film week. The 5-day event kicked off
in April 2018, at the ECO Diplomatic
Conference Hall.

‘Diplomats Cup’
Billiards Tournaments

ECI Supports
Int’l Equestrian Races

I

A

A

nother program organized
by ECI in the field of sports
was ECO Table Tennis
competitions for the staff
of the embassies of ECO member
countries.
Held in September 2017 in Shahid
Chamran Sports Cultural Complex,
Tehran, Axio Devlatov from Tajikistan
stood first while Sayyed Nader
Pajoohesh and Ebrahim Hejazi from
Afghanistan obtained second and
third places.
The
awarding
ceremony
was
attended by the ECI President and
Naseer Ahmad Noor, Afghanistan's
ambassador to Iran, who awarded the
winners by cups and medals.

t the tripartite meeting
held between president of
ECO Cultural Institute (ECI),
secretary-general of the
National Olympic Committee (NOC),
and president of the Equestrian
Federation (EF) in June 2018 at
ECI headquarters, the three sides
deliberated on the possibility to hold,
plan and organize joint competitions
of ECO countries in different
equestrian fields.

M
T

he ECO Cultural Institute, as
an international organization,
organizes the ECO Cup
with the goal of expanding
friendship and empathy and creating
an atmosphere of hope.

ohammad Reza Saket,
caretaker of the general
secretary of Iran Football
Federation, paid a visit to
the ECO Cultural Institute, and met
with Mohammad Mehdi Mazaheri,
the ECI President. At the meeting, the
possible mutual cooperation of ECI
with Iran Football Federation as well
as holding a photo exhibition in this
regard was discussed. Saket further
visited various parts of the Institute,
and became acquainted with ECI’s
sporting activities.

O

rganizing various sports
competitions under ‘ECO
Cup’ was one of the
important
agreements
reached at the meeting of the
secretary-general of the National
Olympic
Committee
and
ECI
President held in June 2018 at the
headquarters of this international
organization. At the meeting, it was
decided that organizing joint sports
activities in different fields such as
horse riding, polo and futsal under
‘ECO Cup’ be examined, necessary
planning be made and required
negotiations be conducted in order
to hold joint sports events with the
participation of ECO countries.
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n order to realize the aims and
objectives set out in the ECO
Cultural Institute Charter on
'Expansion of regional cooperation
in the field of sport,' the first round of
the 'Diplomats Cup' organized at the
ECO Cultural Institute in February
2018.
The event was held jointly by the
ECO Cultural Institute, the Bowling
and Cue Sports Federation of Iran,
the National Olympic Committee of
Iran, the Ministry of Sports and Youth
Affairs and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Iran.
At tournament, diplomats from
the embassies of Greece, Bulgaria,
Germany, Tajikistan, Egypt, Armenia
and India competed for three days at
the ECO Cultural Institute.
The first ‘Diplomats Cup’ billiards
tournament was held for four days
and concluded with the championship
of the representative of Britain.

Impact of National Culture on
Organization Environment

T

T

he
second
international
course on the Basics of
Wisdom of Islamic Art
was jointly organized by
Islamic School of Art, ECO Cultural
Institute and Farabi College of Tehran
University in August – September
2018, attended by scholars, students
and non-Iranian artists in in Tehran,
Qom, Kashan, Esfahan and Yazd.
During the ten-day course, 12
scholars from Germany, Russia, the
United States, India, Turkey and the
United Kingdom were acquainted
with different facets of theoretical
foundations of Islamic art namely
music, Persian painting, literature,
cinema, calligraphy, philosophy as
well as architecture.
Moreover, the participants were
briefed on various ideas of Islamic
thought and spirituality which were
presented through lectures of the
leading professors from Iranian
universities who not only conducted
pioneering
research
in
their
respective fields but also engaged in
practical hands-on activities with the
participants.
The interactive course took students
to private and public museums
and important religious, historical,
cultural centers and some of the most
impressive works of Islamic art.
The course also offered the
participants access to some of the
rarest calligraphic and Quranic
manuscripts in the world and also
introduced them to Iran’s pre-Islamic
history and its influence on Persian
art.
At the end of course, the participants
were awarded a certificate of
participation in the course.

he first international training
workshop to consider and
analyze the Impact of National
Culture on Organization
Environment with Emphasis on
Hofstede's Six Dimensions Model was
held on August 18-31, 2017 at ECO
Cultural Institute's Headquarters. The
workshop, presented by Dr. Ramin
Etezad Mozaffar, was organized in 4,
four-hour sessions and provided an
opportunity for the participants to
acquaint themselves with the impact
of national culture on organizational
environments and the related
practical applications. Moreover, the
participants managed to successfully
conduct 4 practical projects.

A

t the expert panel on
principles of designing in
Persian Language held in
November 2017 at ECO
Diplomatic Library, the reasons
behind the failure of some artworks
to communicate with the audience or
the development of artists' styles in
different eras as well as the necessity
of paying attention to the criteria of
Persian prose and poetry and other
topics were discussed.

T

he
first workshop
on
Museum Enviornment and
Preventive Conservation was
held by the Iranian Research
Institute of Cultural Heritage and
Tourism in cooperation with the
ECO Cultural Institute, Iran ICOM
and the Int'l Centre for the Study of
the Preservation and Restoration of
Cultural Property held in January
2017.
The event held at Iran's National
Museum was participated by museum
professionals from the ECO Member
States.
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2nd Int'l Course on
Wisdom of Islamic Art

Lecture Session on
Scientific Diplomacy

A

T

iming to create a proper
opportunity
to
share
scientific
findings
of
experts in various fields of
linguistics, literature and translation
of different languages and dialects,
the 2nd International Conference
on Current Issues Of Languages,
Dialects & Linguistics was held
in February 2018 in Ahvaz city
by Pajooheshgaran Andishmand
Institute with the collaboration of
the ECO Cultural Institute and Shahid
Chamran University of Ahwaz.
The conference was dedicated to
current issues of different languages
and dialects such as English, Arabic,
Spanish, German and Turkish.
At the conference, academicians and
university lecturers presented their
research regarding current issues
of different languages, dialects and
linguistics in English, Arabic or Persian.
Such an approach suggests that a
linguistic study is no longer limited
within a certain field; knowledge from
different fields cultivates diversity
in linguistic study. Recognizing this
trend, the conference aimed to
provide a platform for researchers
and scholars from various fields to
exchange ideas.

M

oreover,
a
course
on the concept of
organization culture to
expand capacities of the
workforce was held in September
2017 at the ECO Diplomatic Library
where the methods for analyzing
current status and presenting the
ideal design of an organization's
culture and offering the practical
solutions for management of the gap
between the current and ideal status
of the organization culture employing
modern scientific models were
discussed.

T

he selective full papers of the
conference were published as
the conference proceedings
and also indexed in CIVILICA.

o
expand
scientific
cooperation between the
ECO Member States, ECI
organized a lecture session
in April 2018 at its Headquarters on
“Scientific Diplomacy and Innovation”
by Dr. Ali Akbar Moosavi-Movahedi, a
prominent professor at University of
Tehran and the Secretary General of
the Secretariat for the Advancement
of Science and Technology in the
Islamic World.
At the event, Dr. Moosavi-Movahedi
emphasized on the need for cultural
and scientific activities among
countries and the role of scientific
diplomacy in the development of
international relations.

D

uring two separate meetings,
9 university professors
of psychology discipline
from Ishraq University, as
well as 15 professors from Khaje
Abdullah Ansari University, Jame’
University, and the Asia Institute of
Higher Education paid a visit to the
Institute, its various departments and
facilities and discussed possibilities of
mutual cultural cooperation and joint
research projects.

D

uring
the
second
international workshop on
organization culture held
in April and May 2018
at the ECO Diplomatic Library,
employing dimensional approach for
organization culture analysis with
emphasis on Hofstede Organization
Culture Dimensions was examined.
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2nd Int'l Conference on
Current Issues of Languages

Authenticity of Historical,
Cultural & Artistic Objects

Six-Day Course on
Persian-Islamic Geometric Patterns

T

T

he first training workshop
on "Idea to Practice" was
held in March 2017 at the
ECO Cultural Institute where
almost 80 painting enthusiasts,
managed to learn about all stages in
creating artworks on the theme of
"Portrait and Nature" for the first time.
At the event, the trainees had the
chance to share their questions with
Dr. Gudarzi, a prominent professor
and a pioneer of painting in Iran.
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W

ith the collaboration
of the Conservation
and
Restoration
Department of the
Research Institute of Cultural
Heritage & Tourism, ECO Cultural
Institute and the National Museum
of Iran, the first conference and
workshop on the authenticity
of historical, cultural and artistic
objects was held in February 2018.
At this conference and workshop,
professionals from Austria, Germany
as well as experts on natural sciences,
archeology, history, museum and
restoration from Iran participated.
Scientific and laboratory methods
for determination of authenticity of
manuscripts, paintings, potteries and
tiles were among the topics discussed
at the three-day workshop.

he first international course
on Iranian-Islamic geometric
patterns was jointly organized
by Islamic School of Art, Qom,
Iran and the ECO Cultural Institute.
during the the 6-day course held in
Qom and Isfahan in August 2018,
professors and students of art and
architecture from Turkey, Singapore
and Germany participated.
Following the opening ceremony,
the participants visited the shrine
of Hazrat Masoumeh (s.a.) receiving
the lecture on the philosophy of
geometric designs presented by the
professor Sayed Amir Koushehie
followed by a workshop to draw
geometric designs. The students
further made a visit of the Grand
Mosque followed by a workshop held
at the Islamic School of Art on how
to create mosaic tiles, which was one
of the most attractive parts of the
course for the participants.
In Isfahan, the students visited Aali
Qapu Palace, Chehel Sotoun Palace,
Imam Mosque, Sheikh Lotfollah
Mosque and Isfahan Jami Mosque,
and drew the geometric designs in
this historic building in the turnaround
workshops held at Devashti historical
house.
After the sixth and last workshop
for drawing geometric designs, the
closing ceremony was held and
the certificate of participation was
awarded to the participants.

Women's Role in the
Society & Family's Health

Iranian Visual Arts with
an Environmental Approach

T

T

he
2nd
International
Congress on" Women's Role
in the Society and Family's
Health" was jointly held by AlZahra (Sa) University in collaboration
with ECO Cultural Institute, the
Union of Caucasus Universities and
a number of Iranian top cultural and
scientific authorities in April 2017.
The key themes addressed at the
congress, held at Al-Zahra University
International Conference Center,
included:

B) Women and social health: Woman
and simple lifestyle, Woman and
media, Woman and Islamic-Iranian
pattern of employment, Woman
and education system, Woman and
cyberspace, Woman and legal system,
Women and Resistant Economy.
C) Woman and physical health:
Woman and fertility, Woman and
sports, Woman and Islamic medicine,
Woman and disease prevention,
Woman and Nutrition, Woman
and certain diseases, Woman and
plastic surgery, Woman, health and
technology.

he
first
international
conference on "Theoretical
Foundations of Iranian Visual
Arts with an Environmental
Approach" was held in February 2018,
jointly organized by Iranian Society of
Visual Arts, ECO Cultural Institute,
Al-Zahra (Sa) University, University of
Mazandaran and University of Sistan
and Balouchestan. The conference,
aimed at establishing scientific
communication and exchanging ideas
for bridging art and the environment
and promoting the essentials
of environment protection for
sustainable development, was held
at Al-Zahra University's International
Conference Center in two sections of
articles and artworks (photographs,
posters and environmental arts). From
among the 581 works collected, 83
were selected including 45 photos,
34 posters and 5 individual/group
abstracts works.
Due to the fact that art, in addition
to its aesthetic and cultural heritage,
can act as a medium for raising
awareness regarding safeguarding
the natural resources, the conference
also focused on the promotion of
essential topics for environmental
protection and the achievement of
sustainable development through art.
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A) Woman and spiritual health:
Woman and spirituality, Woman
and Islamic life style, Woman and
household, Woman and family
foundation, Woman and dignity.

D

) Woman and mental health:
Woman
and
Identity,
Woman and meaningful
life, Woman and childbirth,
Woman, family and society's health,
Woman
and
psychiatric-clinical
disorders, Woman and mental health,
Woman and culture of marriage.

Int'l Conference on
Culture, Psychopathology & Education

Int'l Conference on
Quality Assessment in University Systems

T

H

T

he
training
workshop
for
reviewing
Hafez's
manuscripts, presented by
Dr. Ali Sadeghzadeh, was
held at ECO Diplomatic Conference
Hall in April 2018. At the workshop,
a wide range of topics were discussed
including a glance at codicology from
the past to the present, the dispersion
of Hafez's manuscripts in Iran and
abroad and the characteristics of
manuscripts including scripts, book
covers, illuminations and bindings.

eld in May 2018 at the
International
Conference
Center
of
Al-Zahra
University,
the
1st
international and the 12th national
conference on " Quality Assessment
in University Systems" was organized
by Al-Zahra University in cooperation
with the ECO Cultural Institute,
Ministry of Science, Research and
Technology, Vice-Presidency for
Science and Technology, National
Organization for Educational Testing,
the Islamic World Science Citation
Center (ISC) and a group of Iranian
top universities.
The conference concluded with
delivering lectures by Dr. Michaela
Martin, member of International
Institute for Educational Planning,
Paris; Prof. Jamal Abedi, professor
at the University of California, Davis;
Prof. Dr. Jianxin Zhang, President
of the Asia-Pacific Quality Network
(APQN) and Dr. Mallory Schaub,
Director of Professional Development
of faculty members, University of
Geneva, Switzerland.

F

or the purpose of introducing,
identifying
and
recording
cultural, historical and tourism
capacities
of
Shahrood,
Bastam and Kharqan (in Semnan
Province of Iran), an international
conference on the ancient heritage
of the cities was jointly organized
by ECO Cultural Institute, UNESCO
National Commission in Tehran and
Association of Hafez Enthusiasts in
June 2018 in Shahrood.
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he
first
international
conference on "Culture,
Psychopathology
and
Education" was another
academic program to which ECO
Cultural Institute contributed.
The event was organized by Al-Zahra
University, in collaboration with ECI,
the Islamic World Science Citation
Center (ISC) and a number of Iranian
top universities. The conference, held
in May 2018 in Tehran, addressed a
variety of themes including culture
and psychological disorders, culture
of prevention and treatment, culture
and family and education.

'Persian Gulf for Persian Gulf Nations'
Conference

I

H

Following the 1st and the 2nd
successful
conferences
on
“Archaeology and Conservation
along the Silk Road” held
respectively in 2014 and 2016 at
the Northwest as well as Nanjing
University in China, the 3rd
international conference on the same
theme was held for the first time in
Iran in November 2018.
Organized by the Iranian Research
Institute of Cultural Heritage and
Tourism in cooperation with the
ECO Cultural Institute, Nanjing
University and the University of
Applied Arts of Vienna, the highly
multidisciplinary conference was held
in Yam Caravanserai in Tabriz (Capital
of Tourism of Islamic Countries in
2018) and brought together experts
from around the globe in the fields
of conservation, archaeology and art
history focusing on sites along the Silk
Road. At the conference, participants
presented papers in the following
categories:
I. Archaeology: 1) Migration and

H

eld at the ECO Diplomatic
Library, at the workshop
titled "Teachers' Advices",
Dr.
Ralph
Langen,
a
University
professor
and
an
international affairs advisor in Berlin,
Germany, who had travelled to Iran
at the invitation of the Hafez Cultural
Institute and Goethe Institute, talked
on the use of the advices given
by the countries' arts and cultural
figures regarding the effective ways
of oral communication as well as the
principles of Int'l code of conduct
and formalities. The workshop was
attended by ECI staff, members of
Hafez and Goethe Institutes, IRIB
producers and anchors and other
lecturers.

interaction of ancient peoples along
the Silk Road; 2) Trade of goods
(ceramic, metal, textile, jewels etc.);
3) Exchange of Culture (religion, art,
and technology, etc.); 4) Transmission
of domesticated plants and animals;
5) Spread of adobe architecture; 6)
Climate and environment patterns
as major factors for the Silk Road;
7) Mapping the Silk Road by modern
technologies (GIS, Laser-scanning,
etc.).
II. Preservation and Conservation: 1)
Building remains (stone structures,
earthen architecture, etc.); 2)
Architectural
decoration
(mural
painting, mosaic, etc.); 3) Organic
and inorganic artifacts (paper,
textile, ceramics, metal, glass, etc.);
4) Site management (monitoring
and care of excavated sites, etc.); 5)
Material sciences and conservation
(analytical methods, etc.); 6) Training
in conservation.
III. Special issues in Tabriz: 1)
Theoretical Fundamentals about
the Silk Road; 2) Intangible Cultural

osted by the Iranology Foundation and held in
cooperation with the ECO Cultural Institute,
the National Conference 'Persian Gulf for the
Persian Gulf Nations' was held in Tehran in
December 2012.
At the conference, inaugurated with the speeches
delivered by the head of the Iranology Foundation and
the President of the ECO Cultural Institute, the historical,
cultural, political, legal, economic and tourism aspects of
the subject were deliberated upon while underscoring
the need for the Gulf nations to utilize the geopolitical

Heritage along the Silk Road;
3) Theoretical framework for
dialogue between conservation and
development; 4) Cities, villages and
Tribes along the Silk Road.
The conference concluded with a
visit to the museum and historical
sites of Tabriz.

I

n order to preserve and promote
'language' as one of the most
valuable and pivotal elements
of cultural heritage and the only
medium for communicating and
transferring the cultural traditions
to the future generations, the ECO
Cultural Institute held a lecture
session titled 'Language & Int'l
Interaction' in October 2018.
Presented by Dr. Ali Afkhami, linguist
and university professor, deliberated
upon the scope of Persian language's
development and use throughout the
ECO region.

location of the region.
Key lectures of the conference covered issues such
as Iran's historical rule over the three islands and the
necessity of expanding public diplomacy, the three islands
and international politics in the Persian Gulf, security in
the Persian Gulf region, geopolitics of the Persian Gulf and
the challenges caused and so on.
The selected papers submitted to the conference will be
published in the 'Persian Gulf Studies' Quarterly and the
'Persian Gulf's Book of the Year'.
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“Archaeology & Conservation
along the Silk Road”

Book Fairs

the ECO Member States, actively
participated in Iran's 23rd Press
Fair and exhibited its journals. More
than 940 media at 600 stands were
present at the event which was held
in Tehran.

Moreover, the Institute published
a variety of books including: "Yek
Beyt Parnian", a collection of articles
on Rudaki's works by Tajik scholars,
translated by Shah Mansour Shah
Mirza and edited by Zahra Aslani,
"Economic Cooperation Organization
and Cultural Security of the Member
States", by Dr. Mohammad Mehdi
Mazaheri, edited by Zahra Aslani;
"Return of Khawaja Nasreddin" by
Taimur Zulfiqarov, a prominent Tajik
writer, translated by Shah Mansour
Shah Mirza; "Regional integration on
the basis of cultural commonalities
(cooperation
between
national

libraries of the ECO Member States),
by Dr. Ali Sadegh Zadeh Vayghan et
al., edited by Zahra Aslani.
Moreover, concurrently with the
"Book and Reading Week" and also
proclaiming the year 2018 as "The
Year of Book and Reading Culture
in ECO Region," the ECO Cultural
Institute organized a series of book
review sessions in four sessions
during November 2018.
At the meetings held in collaboration
with
the
Female
Publishers'
Society, books including 'Nirvana',
'Andromeda',
'Encyclopedia
of
Dictation Games' and the 'Thirteenth

Month' were unveiled and studied at
the Diplomatic Library of the ECO
Cultural Institute.
At the sessions, attended by a group
of bibliophiles accompanied by
lectures delivered by outstanding
writers, critics and prominent artists,
the position of the book's author,
title's significance and the work's
theme,
chapters'
interrelation,
quality of the processing of the
text, citing methods, approaches,
predispositions, comprehensiveness,
validity, and some other factors were
analyzed.
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In the field of publications, ECO
Cultural Institute managed to
participate at the Tehran International
Book Fair to familiarize the public
with its books and publications.
Also the Institute, representing

Books

Journals

T

he Institute, in pursuit of its mandate for covering
events in the ECO countries in areas of science,
culture and arts aiming to promote the common
languages of the region, has managed to launch
the new series of its ECO Heritage quarterly and monthly
journals including "ECO Nowruz" (in Persian), "ECO Times"

(in English), "ECO Novosty" (in Russian), "ECO Urdu" (in
Urdu) and "ECO Dergi" (in Turkish). ECI has also obtained
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) for four
journals including: "ECO Nowruz", "ECO Times", "ECO
Novosty" and ECO Heritage quarterly.

ECI Monthly Journal
'ECO Times'

ECI Quarterly Journal
'ECO Heritage'

E

CO Times (ISSN 2008-5451) is the Englishlanguage, arts, cultural and tourism monthly
magazine of the ECO Cultural Institute published
after six years of interruption.
Since the development of sustainable tourism is also
considered an essential element for the preservation of
the cultural heritage, the ECO Cultural Institute decided
to publish the new series of ECO Times magazine with the
approach to focus more on the promotion of tourism in
the member countries. The ‘ECO Times' magazine deals

with topics such as heritage tourism, ecotourism, food
tourism, sports tourism, cultural tourism, etc… in the ECO
region.
With its extensive regional and international distribution,
‘ECO Times' delivers the message of rich culture of the
region to key decision-making authorities including
government ministries, diplomatic officials, universities,
Scientific centers, museums and libraries of the ten ECO
member countries as well as other relevant international
organizations.

E

CO Heritage (ISSN 2008-546X) is the Englishlanguage, arts and cultural quarterly journal of
the ECO Cultural Institute being published in
collaboration with the arts, cultural and academic
centers of the member states on a subject-wise basis.
The previous volumes of the magazine focused on
traditional sports, performing arts, music, painting,
architecture, poetry and literature, history and civilization,
etc. in the ECO region while the future issues will cover
subjects such as National Libraries, National Museums

and Nowruz in the ECO region.
With its extensive regional and international distribution,
‘ECO Heritage', delivers the message of rich culture of
the region to key decision-making authorities including
government ministries, diplomatic officials, universities,
Scientific centers, museums and libraries of the ten ECO
member countries as well as other relevant international
organizations.

ECO TIMES
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ISSN 2008-5451

Celebration of
World Peace Day

Establishment of 'ECO Fraction'
at the Iranian Parliament

T

A

I

n March 2018 and during ECI
Day celebration, the ECO Peace
Dress called ‘Sindokht’ (as the
first female peace ambassador
mentioned in Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh)
was launched. ECO Peace Dress is
a joint product of Afghan women's
needlework, Tajik women’s dying,
Pakistani women’s fabric and motif
designs of Iranian women.
Also at the ceremony, the ECI
President, accompanied by other
diplomats as well as arts and cultural
figures, launched ECI Stamp which
was subsequently signed by the
Secretary-General of the Economic
Cooperation Organization, the head
of the UN Information Center in
Tehran, Ambassadors of Finland,
Azerbaijan and Mexico, as well as
outstanding national arts and cultural
figures.

C

elebration of World Peace
Day often takes place around
the world on September 21,
and provides a universal
opportunity for all human beings,
committed to establish peace beyond
the differences, to contribute to
building a culture of peace.

lso, ECI made a unique initiative and established a
parliamentary fraction titled "ECO parliamentary
fraction" in the Islamic Consultative Assembly
(the Parliament) of the Islamic Republic of Iran
for the purpose of supporting the expansion of cultural
ties amongst the ECI Member States.
The fraction was launched during a ceremony held in May
2018 at ECI's Headquarters and attended by a number
of MPs and the executive board members, the Islamic
Consultative Assembly.

In the same lines, the ECI president met with Dr. Ali Larijani,
the Speaker of the Islamic Consultative Assembly (ICA) of
the Islamic Republic of Iran at the ICA headquarters.
During the meeting, held at the sidelines of the ECO
Fraction's board of directors' session, the Iranian
Parliament Speaker appreciated the initiative of the ECI
president and expressed support for the advancement of
ECI president's plans and programs.
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he ceremony, consisting of
several programs prepared
after several months of
planning and practicing by
various arts and cultural groups,
was held for a week in September
2017 at the Iranian Artists House in
collaboration with the ECO Cultural
Institute. Present at the event were
the ECI President, the Director of
UNESCO Cluster Office in Tehran,
Head of the Supreme Council of
Iranian Artists House, Managing
Director of Iranian Artists House
and a group of ambassadors from
different countries.
Two music performances by Tehran
Inter Orchestra and 'Banafsh' Band
plus a theater performance were
among other programs of the event.
In the closing of the ceremony,
diplomats, along with artists and
other participants paid a visit to 'Art
for Peace' exhibition.

Int'l Symposium on
Future Cities in ECO Region

Series of Sessions
'System of Peace Culture'

M

T

he
first
international
symposium on Future Cities
(Interpret) was held in June
2018 at ECI's Headquarters.
At the event, ECI President, Deputy
President for Research Projects,
Institute of Iranian Studies and
head of Monitoring and Evaluation
department, Iran's Planning and
Budget Organization delivered their
statements.
President of ECO Cultural Institute,
addressing the establishment of
cooperation with international unions
such as the European Union (EU) and
ASEAN, said: "The charter of ECO
Cultural Institute has provided a

unique capacity to promote cultural
commonalities as a prerequisite for
any other activities."
Deputy Minister of Finance of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, also
expressed thanks on the initiative
made by ECI to hold the event and
said: "I hope that such programs
would create an opportunity for the
formation of regional diplomacy in
this part of the Middle East which is
critical at this juncture."
It is worth mentioning that the
ambassadors from the countries
of Azerbaijan, Pakistan, Tajikistan,
Tunisia and Palestine attended the
international event.

A

t a press conference held
in August 2018 with the
representatives of foreign
media stationed in Iran,
the ECI president elaborated upon
ECI activities and announced the
establishment of joint unions as a top
priority during the incumbent tenure
of presidency of ECI.
He futher said the Institute is
preparing the ground for the
establishment of ECO Digital
Publishers Union, ECO Journalists
Union, and ECO Broadcasting Union.
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oreover, a series of
sessions titled ‘System
of Peace Culture’ was
held in collaboration
with the ECO Cultural Institute to
examine the impact of art on peace
aiming to survey the role of different
art disciplines on establishing
friendship and peace among cultures
and cultural relations at the United
Nations Information Center. The first
of the series was held in June 2018
coinciding with the United Nations
World Public Service Day.

Observing
'Yalda Night' Traditions

T

C

he event took place at the
ECO Diplomatic Conference
Hall and was attended by the
head of the United Nations
Office in Tehran, the Secretary
General of the ECO Economic
Cooperation Organization and the
ambassadors of Afghanistan, Sweden,
Belgium, Ecuador, Algeria, Australia,
diplomats and representatives of
Chile, Kazakhstan, Norway, Bulgaria,
Netherlands,
Denmark,
Finland,
Pakistan, Tajikistan, Armenia, Thailand
and so on.
Furthermore, Ms. Maria Dotsenko,
the UNIC Director in the I.R. of
Iran, read the message of António
Guterres, the Secretary-General of
the United Nations, on the occasion
of World Peace Day.
As part of the ceremony, the Director
General of the Department of Peace
and International Security of the
Iranian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
talked about issues pertaining to
world peace.
On the sidelines of the program, a
photo exhibition narrating 60 years
of Iran-UN cooperation was mounted
at the ECO Diplomatic Art Gallery.
Music performance was another part
of the event.

N

ovember 2018 ‘Sound of
Peace' was held at the ECO
Diplomatic
Conference
Hall to venerate Touran
Mirhadi, the founder of both the
Iranian Children's Book Council and
the new education system. Present
at the event were intellectuals, artists
as well as culture and literature
enthusiasts. Delivering speeches
on Touran Mirhadi's life and works,
screening of a relative video clip,
staging 'Sindokht' theater play in two
languages and music performance
and a signing ceremony were other
parts of the program.
‘Sound of Peace' is a series of programs

oncurrent with the inaugural
of 'Sound of Peace' Festival,
Yalda Night was celebrated
in December 2018 at the
ECO Cultural Institute. Attended by
the ECI President, Ambassador of
the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and
a group of foreign diplomats residing
in Tehran and a number of prominent
Iranian artists, the event included
various programs such as reading

T

he first bilingual (PersianEnglish) teaser of ECO
Cultural
Institute
was
screened in October 2018
at the sidelines of the meeting of the
ambassadors of the ECO member
states at this international institution.
The
150-seconds-long
teaser
provides a glance at the historical
monuments,
tourist
attractions,
ethnic customs and rituals, luminaries
of the region as well as the culinary

organized by the Ambassadors for
Peace and Friendship Group in
cooperation with the ECO Cultural
Institute and the United Nations
Office in Tehran. The series of
meetings, organized on a monthly
basis, tend to contribute to the better
recognition of the renowned arts,
culture, sports and literary figures
across the ECO region, thus leading
to the consolidation of international
relations.

A

imed to promote peace
and friendship, the 1st
ECO Carpet Exhibition was
organized in December
2018 at the headquarters of ECO
Cultural Institute. At the exhibition's
inaugural, held at the ECO Diplomatic
Art Gallery, a number of the most
exquisite Iranian rugs and carpets
was displayed, which was warmly
welcomed by the enthusiasts.
On the sidelines of the opening
ceremony of the ECO Carpet
Exhibition, specially held for domestic
and foreign guests, the chairman
of the Iranian Parliament's Carpet
Faction appreciated the multilateral
approach of the ECO Cultural
Institute in utilizing and promoting
various aspects of public diplomacy in
the ECO Region.

the message of the UN SecretaryGeneral, a theater performance, video
clip screening as well as delivering
speeches by the representative
of World Food Program and
Ambassador of Pakistan to Iran. At
the sidelines of the Festival, a number
of works by Iranian and foreign artists
were sold, the proceedings of which
were donated to help cure children
suffering from rare diseases.

traditions, music, poetry, sports,
religion and lifestyle of the ten ECO
member states.
Utilizing the medium of art to present
a coherent image of the cultural
commonalities of the member states,
the teaser aims to highlight the
commonalities of these countries in
order to decrease differences using
the motto 'dissimilarity doesn't mean
difference'.
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World Peace Day
Celebration

4th ECO-Silk Road
Food Festival

Seminar on Tourism Promotion in
Qom, Markazi & Isfahan

I

B

E

CI participated in an event
organized on the occasion
of World Tourism Day in
September 2017 at the Center
for International Conferences of the
I.R. Iran.
A number of 50 ambassadors,
members of diplomatic corps and
tourism professionals from private
sector visited ECI's stall and learned
about the tourist potentials of the
ECO Member States.

T

he octagonal building, which
houses the mausoleum of the
eighth Il-khanid dynasty ruler
of Persia, Öljeitü (ca. 1280–
1316), is crowned with a 50m-tall
dome covered in turquoise blue
glazed bricks and surrounded by eight
slender minarets. Soltaniyeh is listed
among the 22 historic sites registered
in UNESCO's list of World Heritage.

esides, at the 4th Seminar on
Tourism Promotion in Qom,
Markazi and Isfahan Provinces
of Iran, held in May 2018 in
Parsian Hotel, Qom, and participated
by Qom province Governor-general,
Governor and Mayor of Kashan,
a group of Members of Iranian
Parliament, trade unions and a great
number of tourism professionals as
well as ECI President's representative.
While referring to the formation of
the ECO fraction in Iran's Islamic
Consultative Assembly and the recent
meeting of Dr. Mazaheri, the ECI
President, with Dr. Ali Larijani, the
Parliament Speaker, in order to forge
and expand cultural commonality
among
the
ECO
countries,
Mohammad Mahmoudi said: "The
ECO Cultural Institute is committed
to promoting Islamic tourism among
ECO member states".

E

CI's
sightseeing
tour
comprising of 70 members
of diplomatic corps and
international
organizations
stationed in Tehran was held in
October 2018.
During the one-day tour, the
participating
diplomats
and
ambassadors inaugurated ECO Peace
Farm, planted saffron bulbs, and
mounted their countries flag next to
it. Moreover, the guests paid visit to
Turkmen traditional tents installed
on the mountains of the area and
became acquainted with the area's
handicrafts and music.
The tour concluded with the delivery
of the message of ECI President
followed by launching of the Peace
Cake with the moto 'friendship for all'
by the ambassadors and families of
the diplomats.
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n the area of tourism, ECI President
issued a message and voiced the
Institute's support to the 4th
international ECO –Silk Road Food
Festival which was held in Zanjan,
Iran in May 2018, in the presence of
ambassadors and diplomats of the
ECO Member States a number of
Iranian authorities.
The 4th ECO-Silk Road Food Festival
aimed at introducing dishes from such
countries as Iran, Bulgaria, Iraq, Syria,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Palestine,
Lebanon, Tajikistan, Turkey, Yemen,
China, Spain and Azerbaijan Republic.
The festival attracted local, national
and international visitors besides
food fans and provided a unique
opportunity for Silk Road countries
and the ECO member states,
particularly ECO embassies in Tehran,
to share their culinary culture with the
visitors and display their local dishes.
Since 2015, ECO –Silk Road Food
Festival has been organized annually
in the city of Zanjan which is home to
the world's oldest double-shell dome,
namely the ‘Dome of Soltaniyeh’.

International
Women's Day

Female Diplomats
Tour to Kashan

I

F

n the area of activities for women,
an event to mark the International
Women's Day was organized
by ECI at the ECO Diplomatic
Conference Hall which coincided
with the establishment anniversary of
the Institute in March 2017.
At the event, Maria Dotsenko, the
United Nations Information Center
Director in the I.R. Iran, read the
message of the United Nations
António Guterres on the occasion of
the International Women's Day.

E

CI was also involved in
charitable
activities
and
participated in the Nations’
Food Festival organized by
Diplomatic Ladies Association in
October 2017, and attended by
the spouses of the members of the
diplomatic corps based in Tehran. The
event was very well received by the
public and its revenues were spent for
supporting patients suffering burns.
ECI's presence at the humanitarian
event was highly considered by
the audience and ECI's stall was
announced the best stall.

M

oreover, ECI held the
8th
Charity
Bazzar
of Diplomatic Ladies
Association in January
2018 at the Institute for Political
and International Studies, Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of I.R. Iran. At the pro
bono event, ECI offered its cultural
products and briefed the enthusiasts
on its regional and international
activities.
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A

rranged and supported by
ECI, female diplomats from
Hungary, Finland, Austria,
Romania, Japan, Algeria,
Turkey,
Tajikistan,
Kazakhstan,
Afghanistan, representatives of the
ECO Secretariat, the Diplomatic
Ladies
Association
met
with
authorities of Department of Women
Affairs, Qazvin Province Governorate
in February 2018 in Qazvin and
discussed mutual cooperation. On
the sidelines of this meeting, the
female diplomats visited the Qazvin
province's historic sites and the fourth
exhibition of women's achievements
in Qazvin province.

urthermore, a one-day tour for
the spouses of ambassadors
to Kashan was organized
by ECO Cultural Institute in
cooperation with Cultural Heritage
and Tourism office of Kashan in May
2018.
At the tour, a number of 30 spouses
of ambassadors of the ECO Member
States and other diplomatic corps and
international organizations accredited
to the Islamic Republic of Iran visited
historical sites and monuments of
Niyasar and Kashan and learned
about Rosewater extraction process.
Aimed to familiarize the female
diplomats with the Iranian cultural
traditions, customs and rituals of
Kashan and the surrounding areas,
the participants also paid visit to the
handicrafts as well as local foods and
dresses Bazaar.
Located in Esfahan province, Kashan
is home to several nationally and
internationally renowned historical
monuments such as the 'Tepe Sialk'
ziggurat and is particularly known for
its rose water extraction festival held
annually in May.

Meetings

Dr. Abbas Salehi,
Iranian Minister of Culture & Islamic Guidance

Dr. Javad Zarif,

Iranian Minister of Foreign Affairs

Dr. Abbas Araghchi,
Deputy Iranian Foreign Minister in Political Affairs
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Dr. Gholamreza Ansari,
Deputy Iranian Foreign Minister in Economic Affairs

South Korea, China, Spain, Mexico,
Romania, Oman, Sweden, Poland,
Bolivia, South Africa, Indonesia,
Vatican, India, Thailand, Palestine,
Singapore, Austria, Kenya, Slovenia,
Malaysia, Hungary, etc.
In this regard, strong relationship
has been established with the
representative
of
international
organizations based in Tehran,
including UNESCO, the United

Mr. Gary Lewis,
UN Resident Coordinator in Iran

Ms. Esther Kuisch Laroche,
Director & Representative of UNESCO Cluster Office in Tehran
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I

n order to present the rich cultural
heritage of the countries of the ECO
region and the capacity building
for the ECO Cultural Institute in
international arena, constructive
meetings have been held with the
ambassadors and charge de affairs of
the diplomatic missions accredited to
I.R. Iran, including Ecuador, Algeria,
Sweden , Belgium, Australia, Chile,
Brazil, Georgia, Lebanon, Brunei,

Meetings

H.E. Dr. Hadi Soleimanpour,

H.E. Mr. Halil Ibrahim Akça

Ex-Secretary General of the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO)

cooperation, including obtaining
observer-ship for ECI in UNESCO
and registering cultural heritage of
the ECO Member States in UNESCO
list as " ECO Common Heritage".
In the ECO region, meetings have
been held with the ECO Secretary
General, ambassadors of Afghanistan,
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Pakistan,
Tajikistan,
Turkey,
Turkmenistan
and
Uzbekistan,

H.E. Mr. Bunyad Huseynov,
Azerbaijani Ambassador to Iran
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H.E. Mr. Naseer Ahmad Noor,
Afghanistan Ambassador to Iran

H.E. Mr. Baghdad Amreyev,
Kazakh Ambassador to Iran

H.E. Mr. Avazbek I. Abdulrazakov
Kyrgyz Ambassador to Iran
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Nations, ISESCO and ASEAN. In
accordance with the Memorandum of
Understanding between the United
Nations and the ECO Secretariat, as
well as the sixty-fifth United Nations
General Assembly resolution on
cooperation between the United
Nations and ECO, negotiations
have been made with the UNESCO
cluster office and the UN Resident
Coordinator in Iran for mutual

Secretary General of the Economic Cooperation Organization (ECO)

Meetings

H.E. Mr. Nematollah Emomzoda,
Tajik Ambassador to Iran

H.E. Ms. Raf'at Masood,
Pakistani Ambassador to Iran

Republic of Azerbaijan.
Also, a variety of meetings have been
made with the high authorities of the
host country, i.e. Islamic Republic of
Iran, including: Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Minister of Culture and Islamic
Guidance, Deputy Foreign Minister
for Europe and America Affairs,
Deputy Foreign Minister for Legal and
International Affairs, Deputy Foreign
Minister for Asia and Oceania Affairs,

H.E. Mr. Ahmed Gurbanov,
Turkmen Ambassador to Iran
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H.E. Mr. Riza Hakan Tekin,
Turkish Ambassador to Iran

H.E. Mr. Bakhodir Abdullaev,
Uzbek Ambassador to Iran

Left: President of ECO Educational Institute, Turkey
Right: President of ECO Science Foundation, Pakistan
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President of ECO Educational
Institute, President of ECO Science
Foundation, government authorities
of the Republic of Tajikistan including:
Minister of Science, Minister of
Culture, Chairman of Tourism
Development Committee, Deputy
Foreign Minister, Rector of the ECO
Postal Staff College, Director of
the National Library of Turkey and
Director of the National Library of the

Meetings

H.E. Mr. Salah Al-Zawawi,
Palestinian Ambassador to Iran & Dean of the Diplomatic Corps

for
Development,
Management
and Resources, Chairman of Tehran
City Council, Secretary General of
UNESCO National Commission,
Iran, Director of National Library
and Archives of Iran, Chairman of
the Environment Committee at the
Tehran City Council, Director of the
Persian Language and Literature
Academy, Secretary General of
the National Olympic Committee,

H.E. Mr. Jose Alfonso Zegbe,
Mexican Ambassador to Iran
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H.E. Mr. Pang Sen,
Chinese Ambassador to Iran

H.E. Ms. Véronique Petit,
Belgian Ambassador to Iran

H.E. Mr. Eduardo López Busquets,
Spanish Ambassador to Iran
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Deputy Foreign Minister for Economic
Diplomacy, Deputy Foreign Minister
for Administrative and Financial
Affairs, Deputy General Directorate
at Iranian Presidential Office, Speaker
of the Islamic Consultative Assembly
(Iranian Parliament), Vice President
and Head of Cultural Heritage
Organization, Deputy Minister of
Cooperatives, Labor and Social
welfare, Deputy Culture Minister

H.E. Mr. Stefan Scholz,
Austrian Ambassador to Iran

Meetings

H.E. Mr. Pengiran Abdul Samad Bin Pengiran Metassan,
Ambassador of Brunei Darussalam to Iran

H.E. Mr. Hassan Abbas,
Lebanese Ambassador to Iran

Dr. Mohammad Nahavandian,
Iran Vice President for Economic Affairs
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Dr. Majid Takht-Ravanchi
Iran Deputy President in Political Affairs

Dialogue, Managing Director of IRNA
News Agency, Chief Director of
Ja'm Jam Daily, the former chairman
of Iran's Wisdom and Philosophy
Research Center and Ayatollah
Seyyed Hassan Khomeini, Director of
the Institute for Publication of Imam
Khomeini (RA) Works.

Dr. Morteza Bank,
Iran President's Adviser

Ali Asghar Mounesan
Head of Iran Cultural Heritage, Handcrafts & Tourism Organization
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President of Football Federation of
the Islamic Republic of Iran, President
of Iran's Sailing Federation, President
of the Friendship Association of Iran
and Tajikistan, Managing Director of
Farabi Cinema Foundation, Managing
Director of Malek National Library
and Museum, Managing Director and
CEO of Kish Free Zone, Director of
the International Center for Interfaith

O

ne of the key priorities of
the ECO Cultural Institute
during the incumbent
tenure of presidency is
academic cooperation in areas of
culture, arts and literature. To this

end, MoUs have been concluded with
the most recognized universities in
ECO region including: the Secretariat
for the Advancement of Science
and Technology in the Islamic
World, University of Tehran, Shahid
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Memorandums of
Understanding

Beheshti University, Iran Book
House, Kharazmi University, Iranian
Studies Foundation, Iran Music
House, Written Heritage Institute,
Art Research Institute, Iran Female
Publishers Association, Industrial

Management Organization, Malek
National Library and Museum,
Institute for Publication of Imam
Khomeini (RA) Works, Indonesian
Development
Research
Center,
Indian Farsi Language Foundation,
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Memorandums of
Understanding

I.R. Iran Broadcasting, Arvand Free
Zone Organization and Khuzestan
Cultural Heritage Bureau, Kish Free
Zone, Ministry of Culture and Islamic
Guidance, Academic Center for
Education, Culture and Research ,

Tripartite Memorandum between ECI,
Farabi Foundation, and DirectorateGeneral of Culture and Islamic
Guidance, Khorasan Razavi Province,
Iranian Association for Islamic History
Studies and the Football Federation
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Memorandums of
Understanding

of I.R. Iran.
It is worth mentioning that these
agreements resulted in granting 40
scholarships by Allameh Tabataba'i
University for Bachelor`s degree in
Insurance Management and Master's

degree in Actuarial Science, Regional
Studies: Central Asia and Caucasus
and 5 PhD scholarships from the
University of Tehran for students of
the ECO Member States.
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Memorandums of
Understanding

Forums
Forums

23rd ECO Council of Ministers Meeting
Dushanbe, Tajikistan

26th ECI-CPR Meeting, ECI Headquarters
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Extraordinary Meeting of ECI-CPR , ECI Headquarters

Regional Planning Council (Pakistan,
December 11-14, 2017), at which
ECI's performance was appreciated.
Also, Mohammad Mehdi Mazaheri,
the ECI President, was honored for
his efforts in promoting the activities
and capacities of the Institute.
Also, on the proposal of the ECI
President, a meeting between the
heads of the ECO specialized agencies
was convened to discuss the effective
ways to cement the relationship
among the three international bodies
and secure the participation of all
ECO member countries in the joint
projects.
The 4th meeting of the Heads of the

ECI Cultural Attaches Meeting on Common Cultural Heritage
Iran's Research Institute for Cultural Heritage & Tourism (RICHT)

ECI Cultural Attaches Meeting on Digital Media
ECI Headquarters
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As for the forums held or
participated, the ECI has hosted six
meetings of its Council of Permanent
Representatives at its Headquarters
and five meetings of its Executive
Committee over the last two years,
attended by the Cultural Attachés
of the ECO Member States. ECI has
also participated in various meetings,
including: 27th ECO Regional
Planning Council (Tehran, December
5-8, 2016), 22nd ECO Council of
Foreign Ministers and the 13th
ECO Summit (Islamabad, February
28-29, 2017), 23rd ECO Council
of Foreign Ministers (Dushanbe,
April 17, 2018) and the 28th ECO

27th ECO Regional Planning Council
Tehran, Spinas Palace Hotel

Forums
Forums

ECI-CPR Meeting, ECI Headquarters
ECO National Libraries was another
milestone in the activities of ECI
which was held after seven years
in November 2017 in Dushanbe,
Tajikistan.
At the event, ECI President proposed
that the year 2018 be proclaimed as
"Year of Reading Culture in the ECO
region" which was welcomed by the
member states.
On the sidelines of the meeting,
ECI President met with Tajikistan’s
Minister of Culture, Minister of
Science, Deputy Foreign Minister,
President of Academy of Science and
Chair of Committee for Tourism.
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4th Meeting of ECO Heads of National Libraries
Dushanbe, Tajikistan

4th Meeting of ECO Heads of National Libraries
Dushanbe, Tajikistan

ECI President emphasizes at the Press
Conference with foreign journalists:

"Potentials of the ECO
Region should be utilized
to foster world peace."
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